GUEST BOOK
"Our holiday with you was everything in the list of superlatives and more! It truly was one
of our best holidays in so many ways. Just wish your piece of heaven was a little nearer".
Al and Angela B, Portland, Oregon, USA
"No promises are broken on a Walksweeks holiday: all our expectations were met or
exceeded. We were delighted by the unstinting nature of the services provided, for
example when eating out we had the freedom to choose anything from the menu without
restriction" Julia and Malcolm D, Glasgow
"Our Walksweek was one of those rare things: it completely lived up to, in fact outstripped our already
very high expectations. Wonderful scenery, lovely walks, great accommodation and marvellous meals.
Everything was arranged for us. Kate and Markus really had thought of everything, and they not only
devoted themselves to making sure we had a great time, but - what was very special - they clearly
thoroughly enjoyed it all themselves - with infectious good humour, a fund of fascinating information,
and a dose of tasty local gossip. Outstanding! Thank you again!" Sue and David M, Malvern.
"The excitement each morning of discovering over breakfast the details of the day's walk was
infectious. Armed with our invaluable description sheet we would set off, knowing that we were
heading out into stunning countryside and that today would be utterly different from the day
before." Jane H and John W, Monmouth
"This holiday was like a breath of fresh air that cleared my mind and clarified my
thoughts. Undoubtedly one of France’s big secrets: the walking paradise of the Doux
valley. What a privilege to be right in the middle of it!" Hanna F, Arizona, USA

"It was so lovely to arrive back at Les Sarziers and find tea and cake being served in the
courtyard garden. After a relaxing bath and some downtime with a book in the sitting room,
Markus appeared with the aperitifs, announcing that dinner would be ready in half an hour!"
Peter W and Haremi K, London.
"The range and variety of the walks was outstanding. We loved being able to pick and
choose from the suggested selection and found that we were easily able to guide ourselves
using the excellent descriptive leaflet provided. These did not just cover the route but
also gave us insights into the local culture, traditions and lifestyle which really helped us to
get below the skin of this fascinating and undiscovered region of France." Jurg and Vreni

V, Mettmenstetten, Switzerland

"This holiday was a unique delight. The accommodation and catering were superb, with constant little
touches to make it special. Great care had been taken in organising the days and adapting them to our
preferences, and with so much local knowledge the back-up team were simply invaluable. We even
found a picnic with sparkling wine waiting for us on a rocky viewpoint after a challenging climb. We
recommend the holiday without the slightest reservation." James and Lesley W, Alton

